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Talent development – dealing with potentiality
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In this paper we will consider talent, as something an athlete does, rather than something an athlete either is or has. Our
perspective is informed by new materialism (Fox & Alldred 2017; Mol & Law 2004; Deleuze & Guattari 1987). New
materialism supplies concepts that help us focus on the interaction that takes place between an athlete-assemblage and a
talent-developer-assemblage, which when they meet creates some agential forces that produce talent. For this paper we
study a single athlete whose story challenges our common understanding of what a talent is. We followed the badminton
player Jamie over 2 years while attending 8th and 9th grade in a sports class. Based on consecutive interviews with Jamie,
his parents, and other key actors in the talent development environment and participant observations (Olesen, Skrubbeltrang
& Nielsen 2015), we show that the combined athlete/developer-assemblage is able to maintain talent despite the fact that
Jamie is long-term injured and for long periods of time is unable to perform talent on his own. We argue that talent
development is a collective handling of potential by two assemblages coming together. In the endeavor to achieve the
ultimate goal of excellence the athlete/developer assemblage creates a number of effects: it translates potential into talent; it
opens up a possibility eventually to transform talent to expertise; it changes doubts to beliefs and it impedes other ways of
life for the selected athlete. The study questions the idea of talent development as a neutral event, which makes itself
available for a budding talent. It provides an insight into what might be termed the micro politics of talent development.
Talent development proves to be an intervention with far-reaching ontological, pedagogical and ethical implications for the
athlete and all the other actors being mobilized by a talent/developer-assemblage.
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